
Synthetic  or  Animal  Hair
Makeup Brushes

Makeup brushes fall into two categories: ones made with animal
hair and ones made with synthetic bristles. Today’s synthetics
are  actually  better  than  animal-hair  brushes,  for  many
reasons. While the feel of a high-quality synthetic brush may
be similar to an animal-hair one, there are actually many
differences between the two.

Synthetic brushes made of nylon or polyester filaments1.
are less likely to become damaged by the makeup itself
or products you might use to clean your brushes.
Synthetic brushes are easier to keep clean because they2.
don’t  absorb  the  makeup  pigment.  This  means  less
cleaning  and  wear-and-tear.
Synthetic  brushes  are  better  for  creating  a  soft,3.
layered look with makeup.
Some people are sensitive or allergic to the animal hair4.
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that some brushes are made from, including squirrel,
mink, sable and horse hair. Synthetic brushes are better
suited for people with those sensitivities.
Synthetic is a great brush option for you if you are5.
vegan or choose not to use brushes made with animal
hair.

Today, there are more cosmetic companies than ever focused on
quality products that are cruelty-free and eco-friendly.

Aveda offers brushes with bristles made from taklon (a non-
animal fiber) and handles made of 30% natural flax fiber and
70%  polypropylene  (of  which  90%  is  post-consumer  recycled
resin),  making  them  not  just  animal-friendly,  but
environmentally-friendly  as  well.

The Body Shop, which does not test its products on animals
(neither does its suppliers) or sell brushes made from animal
hair,  offers  good-quality  synthetic  brushes  in  different
shapes and sizes for different applications. Whether you’re
adding a touch of pink to your lips or a soft finish to your
forehead,  consider  the  variety  of  its  synthetic  brushes
available.
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From  the  Body  Shop  I  selected  one  of  my  favorites  the
Eyeshadow Brush item #10611, the brush is a high-quality make
up brush even though they sell it as an eyeshadow brush which
I use it often for and love, the brush is great for concealer
detail and anything else you find a use for, so often people
ask me what brush I use with which products and my answer is
always whatever works for you. There are really no rules,
companies design brushes to work for different uses and to
provide us with bigger selections and more product, to tell
you the truth all of us that use brushes on an every day
terms, have our favorites that we adopt.

My last bit on this brush, I like that the brush handle bottom
is flat and I can place the brush standing up, easy for me to
grab and it doesn’t get product all over my setup.

NVEY ECO, originally from Australia but you can order its
products  online,  offers  certified  organic  makeup  products.
Along with that the company sells makeup brushes with bristles
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made of synthetic fibers, not animal hair, and include the
world’s first compostable makeup brush handle. None of the
ingredients  in  the  company’s  products  are  made  from
ingredients derived from genetically modified crops, nor does
it use mineral or petroleum oils.

Urban Decay is known for its creative and alternative colors
(along with product names like Smog and Acid Rain and Oil
Slick), and for its cruelty-free and certified vegan products.
Check out its “Good Karma” line of brushes made from recycled
plastic bottles and aluminum.

In Urban Decay brushes I would like to go over a few of them
that I have tried lately.

Lets  start  with  Good  Karma  Optical  Blurring  brush,  (the
blurring  name  is  probably  referring  to  blending  well  I
assume),The  brush  is  very  good  at  blending.  I  use  it
especially with clients that favor mineral make up.  For me it
is easy to handle and blends very well. It works with cream
foundations,  liquid  foundations,  and  mineral  powder
foundations even though it was created for Urban Decay’s Naked
Skin Weightless Ultra Definition Liquid Foundation,  (wow the
names are extremely long)

The brush bristles are amazingly soft, it just glides.  Not
only do I like the feeling but the idea that it seams very
gentle on the skin, which is a concern for me, to much pulling
and rubbing can cause IRRITATION! no so good especially for
the long term.
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The brush is very easy to clean and dries very fast, another
great plus for me being that it is synthetic. it is not
bacteria friendly and wont cause allergies for people that
have animal hair allergies, not to mention CRUELTY FREE. The
brush is medium size with a dome head. Very easy brush to
manipulate for chin area, nose area, and eyes if you choose
to. And to ad another quality that I admire, the fact that it
comes in a container to store it, great to keep sanitized .

 

EcoTools, All materials used in the EcoTools collection are
earth-friendly, and include tree-free paper, a natural hemp
blend, recycled plastic lining, as well as non-toxic inks. The
brushes are made with recycled aluminum, bamboo, and synthetic
bristles.

For more information on synthetic versus animal hair makeup
brushes  click here
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Cruelty Free Makeup Brushes

Review  –  Synthetic  Makeup
Brushes – Cruelty free – ELF
& Eco Tools No Animal Hair
from CrueltyFreeQTs
 

Cleaning your brushes

I personally clean my brushes every time I use them . I use
individual bags with their brushes and their make up, it is a
great way to avoid cross contamination and break outs . One of
my mentors taught  me to use 99 % alcohol for several reasons,
one being that it kills bacteria in contact another is that
dries very quickly so no more bacteria or fungus mold can take
to it,The alcohol doesn’t damage the brushes at all contrary
to what one would believe. I have over 500 brushes and use
them for years and they are in perfect shape. The commercial
Brush cleaners tend to have scents that can cause allergies,
 Skin break outs, and contain Petroleum byproducts  like oils
that get in the Farrell of the Brushes (that is the metal
cylinder  that  holds  the  hair  to  the  Brush  handle  )
it doesn’t let it dry and bacteria grows there. they are more
expensive and a lot less quantity . I get a Gallon of 99 %
Alcohol and it lasts me for several months.Is too much risk of
contamination to take so have a Brush Cleaning Party with your
friends!!!
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